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Strong bones and Broken bones

What’s inside my bones?

Muscles, tendons and nerves

Exercise

Links

Why are bones so strong?Why are bones so strong?Why are bones so strong?Why are bones so strong?

Most long bones are shaped like cylinders.

This long bone is the bone in your thigh. 
It is cylindrical and it’s very strong.

Are cylinders strong?Are cylinders strong?Are cylinders strong?Are cylinders strong?

You could try testing different
cardboard tubes to see how much
weight you could put on top of them
before they collapse or break. 
Remember to keep your fingers and Remember to keep your fingers and Remember to keep your fingers and Remember to keep your fingers and 

toes away from falling weights or ……………..toes away from falling weights or ……………..toes away from falling weights or ……………..toes away from falling weights or ……………..
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You could end up with a broken bone! 
Even though bones are very strong, 
sometimes accidents happen and bones 
break. 

Can you guess where this broken bone isCan you guess where this broken bone isCan you guess where this broken bone isCan you guess where this broken bone is?

Here is an X-ray of a 
broken bone.
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Sometimes people who play sports 
break bones in their legs or their feet 
like this footballer did. He broke a 
bone in his foot.

Broken bones hurt 
and have to be 
mended by a 
doctor in the 
hospital. 
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The doctor needs to 
know whether the 
bone is broken so 
the patient is sent 
to have an X-ray 
taken. The X-ray 
shows the doctor 
what has happened 
inside. If the bone is 
broken the broken 
part will need to be 
put in plaster.
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It takes a few 
weeks for 
broken bones to 
mend again!
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Bone marrow helps to make 
all the different blood cells you 
need to keep your blood
healthy.

Bones are hard on the outside but have a soft 
middle. The soft middle is called bone marrowbone marrowbone marrowbone marrow.

hard outside

soft inside
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Can you remember what Can you remember what Can you remember what Can you remember what 
it is that protects the ends it is that protects the ends it is that protects the ends it is that protects the ends 
of our bones and stops of our bones and stops of our bones and stops of our bones and stops 
them rubbing against one them rubbing against one them rubbing against one them rubbing against one 
another?another?another?another? cartilage 

Bones are very strong but they 
are not very heavy.
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Bone is very hard and doesn’tdoesn’tdoesn’tdoesn’t bend 
easily. Cartilage is much more bendy 
than bone.

The end of your nose and 
the outer part of your ears 
are made of cartilage. 
You can feel how bendy 
these parts are. Sa
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Inside your skull you have a
brain. Your brain has lots of 
important jobs to do. It keeps
your heart beating, your lungs
breathing and your blood
flowing. It does 
all these things 

without you telling it to.

You can control your brain when
you want to move. When you 
decide to move, your brain tells 
your body what you want it to do. Then, you move.
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Our bones help us to move but bones can’t move 
all by themselves. Even when you decide to move 
your arm the bones in your arm need something something something something 
elseelseelseelse to help them move. Your brain has to send a 
message so that the ‘something else’‘something else’‘something else’‘something else’ can help 
move your bones.

Can you guess what Can you guess what Can you guess what Can you guess what 
that that that that ‘something else’‘something else’‘something else’‘something else’
might be? might be? might be? might be? 

Here’s a clue.
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All over your 
skeleton there are 
stretchy musclesmusclesmusclesmuscles. 
In this diagram 
the muscles have 
been coloured 
pink.

Muscles pull your 
bones to help 
them move.Sa
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Muscles have tiny nervenervenervenerve endings in them.

When you want to move a muscle, your brain 
sends a message along the nerves to your muscle. 
This tells the muscle that you want it to move 
your bones. 

The nerves tell your muscle to 
get shorter. As it gets shorter 
it gets fatter and it pulls on 
the bone and moves it.

You can sometimes see 
and feel muscles bulging out.
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This big muscle in the 
back of your leg is 
called the calf muscle.
If you touch it you can 
feel it easily.

Muscles are attached to your bones by strong 
cords called tendonstendonstendonstendons. They help your muscles 
to move your bones.

tendons
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Muscles can only pull bones they can’t push 
them so they need to work in pairs.

One muscle pulls the 
bone one way and the 
other muscle pulls it 
back. When it pulls it 
gets shorter and  
fatter.

biceps muscle

joint

shoulder blade

tendon

triceps muscleDid you guess these Did you guess these Did you guess these Did you guess these 
are diagrams of your are diagrams of your are diagrams of your are diagrams of your 
arm?arm?arm?arm? Link animation (arm)
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Did you know that there are more than 600 
muscles in your body – apart from the ones that 
are working all the time in your heart – and over 
100 of these are in your face. 

That’s why 
we have so 
many different facial 
expressions!
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To keep your bones and muscles in good working 
order, you have to useuseuseuse them.

Playing games and 
sports helps you to use 
your muscles and keep 
them strong and healthy.

Did you know that your Did you know that your Did you know that your Did you know that your 
heart is a muscle too?heart is a muscle too?heart is a muscle too?heart is a muscle too?
Exercise makes your heart 
strong. 
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Exercise really is good for you! It helps to keep 
your heart and lungs healthy and makes your 
muscles strong.

All sportsmen and women 
always start with gentle 
exercise to warm up their 
muscles. By warming up their 
muscles before they start 
strong exercises or sports, they 
avoid pulled muscles and other 
injuries. 
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When you are doing PE or moving fast, your 
muscles have to work very hard.

The more 
exercise you do 
the stronger 
your muscles 
will be.
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When you play a game or run, your brain tells 
all the different parts of you what to do. Your 
muscles make you move so that you can catch a 
ball or kick it or play your game.

Sometimes your 
muscles start to 
ache and when 
they do that, it 
tells you it’s 
time to stop and 
have a rest.
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PDF Link

BBC Bones Link (Link)

There are 206 bones in an adult body.
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